To analyze candidate genes and establish complex genotype-phenotype relationships against a background of high natural genome sequence variability, we have developed approaches to (i) compare candidate gene sequence information in multiple individuals; (ii) predict haplotypes from numerous variants; and (iii) classify haplotypes and identify specific sequence variants, or combinations of variants (pattern), associated with the phenotype. Using the human µ opioid receptor gene (OPRM1) as a model system, we have combined these approaches to test a potential role of OPRM1 in substance (heroin/cocaine) dependence. All known functionally relevant regions of this prime candidate gene were analyzed by multiplex sequence comparison in 250 cases and controls; 43 variants were identified and 52 different haplotypes predicted in the subgroup of 172 African-Americans. These haplotypes were classified by similarity clustering into two functionally related categories, one of which was significantly more frequent in substance-dependent individuals. Common to this category was a characteristic pattern of sequence variants [-1793T→A, -1699Tins, -1320A→G, -111C→T, +17C→T (A6V)], which was associated with substance dependence. This study provides an example of approaches that have been successfully applied to the establishment of complex genotype-phenotype relationships in the presence of abundant DNA sequence variation.
INTRODUCTION
The analysis of candidate genes is a key step in strategies for disease gene identification. Candidate genes may, on the one hand, be identified based on functional information about the disease and/or on genetic map information obtained by linkage or linkage disequilibrium (1, 2) . On the other hand, whole genome candidate gene approaches have been proposed as the future in the genetics of complex disease (2) (3) (4) . In addition, as the human genome reference sequence comes to completion, the analysis of genetic variation is becoming increasingly important (2, 5) . Those few studies that have systematically compared individual candidate gene sequences, either parts of a gene (6) (7) (8) (9) or whole gene sequences (10, 11) , suggest that genes and the human genome may be much more variable than previously thought. Allelic complexity in candidate genes will be large and such complexity will make the analysis of genotypephenotype relationships difficult, particularly in the situation of complex disease (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . The spectrum of polymorphic profiles may include any variant, or combinations of variants (patterns), that may interact to determine those functional variations that are involved in phenotypic variation. Since it is the entire gene and its encoded protein that act as the units of function which potentially affect a phenotype (and ultimately allow first conclusions on disease mechanisms), we must analyze the entire sequences of the individual genes including their regulatory and critical intronic regions. It is therefore essential in diploid organisms to determine the specific combinations of given gene sequence variants for each of the chromosomes defined here as haplotypes. Given the high level of sequence variation now evident, the number of haplotypes may be unfeasibly high for association studies (6, 15) . This represents a particular challenge in this approach to candidate gene analysis, leading to the following major questions: how to analyze genotype-phenotype relationships in the situation of abundant sequence variation; how to identify those variants, or combinations of variants, that are of importance for the phenotype, given that the functionally relevant variants represent only a subset of the naturally occurring sequence variation. We have developed approaches to (i) compare candidate gene sequence information in multiple individuals; (ii) predict haplotypes from numerous variants; and (iii) classify haplotypes into functionally related categories to allow identification of those specific sequence variants, or combinations of variants (pattern), associated with the disease phenotype. Using the human µ opioid receptor gene (OPRM1) as a model system, we have combined these approaches to the analysis of genotypephenotype relationships in complex genetic disease.
The human µ opioid receptor gene (OPRM1) is a prime candidate for substance dependence by both biology and genetic map position. Its gene product is the principal molecular target of morphine, mediating reward, tolerance and dependence (17, 18) . A marked interindividual variation in euphoric responsiveness to µ opioid receptor (MOR) agonists has been observed in opioid-naïve human subjects (19) . Evidence from pharmacological, clinical and animal studies suggests that MORs may also be involved in the reinforcing actions of nonopioid drugs, such as cocaine and alcohol (20, 21) . Thus, the MOR could be a common component of addiction crossing pharmacological boundaries and may play a role in the mediation of drug reward. This hypothesis is supported by a reward-based animal model of substance dependence, morphine preference in B6 mice which have a genetic predisposition to experience euphoria-producing drugs such as morphine, but also cocaine and alcohol, in an intense and compelling manner (22) . This represents on one hand an intriguing parallel to the polysubstance dependence of humans and on the other hand points to a genetic co-determination of polysubstance dependence. Genetic mapping of the morphine self-administration behavior revealed a locus of major effect harboring the OPRM1 gene (22) . Thus, analysis of genetic variation in this gene in relation to substance dependence in humans may contribute important clues to the pathophysiology of addiction. In our study, we have focussed on those individuals more likely to have a significant genetic component to etiology of their disease, to increase the power of the sample to detect the relevant gene(s) (23) .
In this study, we have-for the case of the OPRM1 genesystematically analyzed candidate gene variation in all known functionally relevant regions of the gene including 6.7 kb regulatory, exonic and critical intronic sequences in a total of 250 substance-dependent individuals and controls. Critical intronic sequences include splice junctions, branch-point sequences, polypyrimidine tracts and in particular (A/T)GGG repeats (24) . We have applied multiplex sequence comparison (MSC) to generate a substantial body of sequence data on multiple individuals for the same gene, equivalent to the analysis of ∼1.7 Mb. Evidence for remarkable DNA sequence variation was obtained, as demonstrated by a total of 43 variants and 52 different haplotypes predicted for the subgroup of 172 African-American substance-dependent individuals and controls. Moreover, in our study, we classified both haplotypes and genotypes by similarity clustering, which allowed establishment of associations between (functionally) related groups of haplotypes and genotypes, respectively, and the disease phenotype. By this approach, we were able to extract a characteristic pattern of five sequence variants in the OPRM1 gene, which was observed significantly more frequently in several forms of substance dependence, one of the most devastating complex diseases known.
RESULTS

Analysis of OPRM1 gene sequence variation
High throughput analysis of DNA sequence variation was performed by application of a novel comparative sequencing approach, MSC, which is based on the principle of multiplex DNA sequencing (25) . MSC has been designed to screen for DNA sequence differences over multiple candidate DNA segments in many individuals in parallel. This approach, which scales up conventional gel-based sequencing technologies by one order of magnitude, will be described in more detail elsewhere (M.R. Hoehe et al., in preparation) . A short description Figure 1 . Dissection of OPRM1 sequence into target DNA segments. The OPRM1 genomic reference sequence (6968 bp), which is presented as baseline, integrates cloned 5′ regulatory, exonic and intronic sequences (24,64) (GenBank accession nos AJ000341, AJ000371-AJ000375; L25119). Base pair coordinates are given relative to the translation start site; sequences are drawn to scale. The dissection of the gene, its coding and complementary strands, into target DNA segments according to a 'staggered design' is shown at the top. DNA segments of each strand are numbered as they appear in the plex pool; all 14 DNA segments covering the coding strand of each individual OPRM1 gene plus one HLA-DQα segment as quality control (65) were PCR amplified and pooled to sequence 15 segments simultaneously in one process; the same applies to the 15 segments covering the reverse strand. Segments covered in a second pass are marked by upper case letters. Filled bars indicate the sequences analyzed, open bars amplified template. DNA segments/PCR fragments are defined and analyzed by oligonucleotides that are used as PCR and sequencing primers, or as probes (M.R. Hoehe et al., in preparation) . Forward and reverse primers utilized to amplify adjacent fragments are reverse complementary to minimize sequence gaps between these fragments (∼20 bp), which are covered by complementary strand fragments; usually, PCR primers are used as sequencing primers. Probes are reverse complementary to genomic sequence and placed adjacently to each sequencing primer ('nested detection'). Specific information on the oligonucleotides functioning as PCR, sequencing primers and probes will be made available on request. Overall, 80% of the sequence were covered by analysis of both strands; those DNA regions covered once were resequenced in case evidence for variation was obtained.
of the principles and the protocols is given in Materials and Methods. This study describes the first application of MSC to the analysis of candidate gene variation on a megabase scale. The OPRM1 gene including its 5′ regulatory, exonic and critical intronic regions (24) was dissected into target DNA segments (Fig. 1) . For each individual, 15 PCR products covering either coding or complementary strands were pooled and simultaneously sequenced by MSC. Two hundred and fifty individual OPRM1 genes, both strands, were analyzed. Given ∼6.7 kb per gene, this amounts to ∼1.7 Mb of 'comparative' sequence data. Examples of typical data generated by this approach, demonstrating both heterozygous and homozygous sequence variations in individuals, are shown in Figure 2 .
Regarding nature and distribution of sequence variation in OPRM1 in two major populations, 172 African-Americans and 66 European-Americans, a total of 43 biallelic variants were identified by sequencing (Fig. 3) , 40 of which were single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (93%). Among those, transition substitutions were more prevalent (25 of 40, 62.5%) than transversions (15 of 40, 37.5%). Three insertion/deletion variants (7%) were found. Among these 43 variants, 15 were observed only once. Twenty-four variants were present in the 5′ regulatory region (1 every 99 bp), 4 in the 5′-untranslated region (UTR) (1 every 73 bp), 1 in the 3′-UTR (1 every 710 bp), 6 in the coding region (1 every 267 bp), 5 of which clearly affect the encoded protein, and 8 variants in the intronic regions (1 every 261 bp). The critical regions of intron 2 appeared more polymorphic (1 every 110 bp) than those of introns 1 and 3 (1 variant in ∼1580 bp). Clearly, the relative number of variable sites in non-coding regions (1 every Figure 2 . Images decoded during 15 sequential probing cycles. Images reveal complementary strand sequence. Base-specific termination reactions G, T, A and C are grouped in blocks of 12 individuals each, corresponding to lanes 1-12. This loading format allows identification of sequence differences between individual genes immediately as additional and/or missing bands, as indicated by arrows ('skilled pattern analysis'). In total, 96 lanes were loaded on one gel, equivalent to the comparison of 24 individual gene sequences defining one target DNA segment. (A) Image revealing two A→T substitutions in segment 1 (Fig. 1) , one of which was heterozygous in individual 4 (both a weaker A and a T band visible) and one homozygous in individual 10 (lack of an A band, strong T band). In addition, a single nucleotide insertion originating 5′ to the target segment sequence can be observed in the same individuals as heterozygous and homozygous variants, with consequences in all four base runs. (B) Image revealing a heterozygous A→G substitution in individual 11, segment 2. The opposite A is expected to be less clear since it is changing from two copies (in all other individuals) to one (in this variant) whereas the G is changing from zero copies to one. (C) Image revealing more frequent G→A substitutions in segment 6 in five individuals, four of whom were heterozygous (nos 2, 3, 6 and 10) and one homozygous (no. 8). Decodings refer to probing cycles 14, 7 and 1. 147 bp) was higher than in coding regions. In the sample of African-Americans, 4 variants, -172, 17, IVS2+31 and IVS2+691, exhibited a frequency of 10% or more in the group of cases (n = 137) and/or controls (n = 35) ( Table 1) . Of the variants identified in the second pass of sequencing, variants -2358 and -2078 were seen in 5 and 2 of the African-Americans, respectively. Nine variants exceeded a heterozygosity of 10% in the group of cases and/or controls, 4 of these a heterozygosity of 20%, the mean observed heterozygosity for the 43 variants in this ethnic group being <0.065. Among EuropeanAmericans, 5 variants (-1748, -1320, -1045, -172 and -38) were present with frequencies between 1 and 10% in the groups of cases and/or controls and 3 variants (118, IVS2+31 and IVS2+691) exceeded a frequency of 10%. Significant ethnic differences were found for variant 17, which was observed in African-Americans only (P < 0.005), and variant 118, which was more frequent in European-Americans (P < 0.05). Variant -1236 was identified in one European-American only. All observed genotype frequencies in all subgroups were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.
Variants of interest in the 5′ regulatory region were those potentially affecting transcription regulatory motifs (24): a T→A exchange in a YY1 transcription factor binding motif at nucleotide position -1793 neighboring a CRE motif and a T insertion in an AP-1 binding site at nucleotide position -1699 (Fig. 3) . In the coding region, two amino acid substitutions (A6V at bp 17 and N40D at bp 118) were found in the N-terminus (26) (27) (28) . Additional substitutions of highly conserved amino acids were observed in the third transmembrane domain, N152D at bp 454, and in the third cytoplasmic loop, R265H at bp 794 and S268P at bp 802, which destroyed a CaM-kinase II-dependent phosphorylation site (29) . The N152D mutation was found in two African-American patients, the R265H and the S268P mutations were found in one African-American patient each. The intronic variant IVS2+31G→A disrupts one of the (A/T)GGG repeats, which have been found to regulate alternative splicing (30) .
Haplotype (genotype) analysis
As the next step, we applied statistical techniques to predict the specific combinations of variants, haplotypes, on each of the two chromosomes of each individual. We estimate that current experimental methods (15, 31) to determine haplotypes to be 10 times more costly than the combination of algorithm and diploid (mixed) sequencing applied here. The ethnic groups were analyzed separately; in the following, we concentrate on the notably larger group, the African-Americans. As described the heterozygosity (32) in our sample is not high, the mean observed heterozygosity for the 25 variants included in haplotype analysis being <0.1 (Table 1) . We observed 25 of 172 individuals being homozygous at all variable positions and 33 individuals being heterozygous at only one single site, each providing unambiguous information about the haplotypes. The average genotype was heterozygous at three sites. Therefore, a reliable statistical prediction of the genetic haplotypes can be expected. Nevertheless, potentially important results obtained by statistical haplotype prediction will need to be confirmed by molecular genetic techniques. To process numerous variants, the computer program MULTIHAP has been developed by us (see Materials and Methods); MULTIHAP has been specifically designed to predict the most likely haplotype pair for each genotype in a sample. We included in the analysis those 25 variants of the total of 43 that occurred more than once, with the exception of variant 942, a third-base exchange not involving an amino acid exchange ( Fig. 3 ; Table 1 ). In the combined group of 172 substance-dependent individuals and controls, 52 different haplotypes could be distinguished ( Table  2 ). The five most frequent haplotypes common to both groups were haplotypes no. 43 (39 and 36% in cases and controls, respectively), no. 14, which was completely identical to the reference sequence (12 and 19%) , no. 4 (7% in both groups) and nos 24 (4 and 6%) and 7 (4 and 6%). These five haplotypes constituted 66% of the haplotypes in the group of substancedependent individuals and 74% of haplotypes in the controls. In the smaller European-American sample, 13 different haplotypes Fig. 1 ) is presented as baseline; base pair coordinates relative to the translation start site are given. Sequences are drawn to scale, which is indicated. All gene variants are specified by position numbers and nucleotide variations (substitutions, insertions and deletions) according to the mutation nomenclature (66) (67) (68) . Those sites marked by an asterisk have been included in haplotype analysis. The other variants given were observed only once with the exception of 942, a silent mutation, which was excluded from haplotype analysis, as were variants -2078 and -2358, which were discovered during the additional pass of sequencing. All these variants were observed maximally at a frequency of ∼3%.
were distinguished. The most frequent ones corresponded to those in the African-American sample.
Classification of haplotypes (genotypes) and risk pattern identification
Obviously, the number of different haplotypes is unfeasibly large, so that the power is not sufficient to detect an association with any single haplotype. Previous approaches to perform association analysis, many different haplotypes given, were based on evolutionary relationships (33) (34) (35) . Another approach to cope with the multiplicity of haplotypes could be the classification of haplotypes into functionally related (ideally functionally equivalent) ones based on sequencestructure-function similarity. Once a classification has been derived, the haplotype frequencies of cases and controls in the different classes can be compared. Because it is not known how many different classes may exist (if they exist), a stepwise classification process such as a hierarchical cluster procedure appears suitable. This procedure is based on an algorithm which starts with each haplotype in a separate cluster (step 0) and merges step by step the two most similar clusters until one final cluster is left (for our sample step 21). The results of the cluster analysis are illustrated by a dendrogram. The classification procedure is performed independently of the phenotype. The existence of functionally different classes would be likely, if at least one class included haplotypes from cases significantly more (or less) frequently than haplotypes from controls. In that case, the haplotypes in the different classes are inspected for consensus patterns. The pattern(s) observed more frequently among individuals with disease could be interpreted as susceptibility pattern(s) whereas pattern(s) more frequent among controls could be considered protective.
The results of the hierarchical cluster analysis of OPRM1 haplotypes are presented in Figure 4 . This cluster analysis provided the basis for comparing the haplotype frequencies of cases and controls between the clusters, which have been derived at each step of the clustering process; the most significant P-value of 0.017 was reached at step 20, where two clusters were left. Haplotypes in one of these clusters corresponded to a mixture of cases and controls, whereas the other cluster contained with one exception haplotypes of substance-dependent individuals only. Analyzing the haplotype profiles in this second cluster, haplotype numbers 3, 9, 11, 17, 25, 27, 31, 37, 45, 49, 51, 16 and 39 were found combined ( Table 2 ). The first 11 haplotypes featured a unique constellation of five polymorphic sites (pattern) located in the 5′ regulatory region and exon 1. The first two sites at nucleotide positions -1793 and -1699 were those affecting sequence motifs potentially critical for transcriptional regulation (24), the third site involved an A→G exchange at nucleotide position -1320, the two additional sites were located in exon 1, at nucleotide positions -111 and 17 (A6V). Two more haplotypes were found in this cluster, which contained three of these sites (haplotype nos 16 and 39) and in addition a variation 5′ upstream, at nucleotide position -2078, affecting a potential CRE/AP-1 motif (24). This additional variation was observed exclusively in these two individuals. Comparing these haplotypes, one might assume that the second, third and fourth of the polymorphic sites common to all of them may be those related to substance dependence. On the other hand, 92% of the haplotypes in this cluster contain the complete combination of these five sites. This clearly stresses this constellation; the observation that the combination of three of these polymorphic sites in haplotypes 16 and 39 is complemented 5′ upstream by a variation at a potentially relevant CRE motif might indicate a second haplotype pattern related to the disease. Since the importance of these polymorphic sites and their combinations is yet unknown, we have conservatively used the class containing the haplotypes with the complete pattern as the basis for association analysis and included haplotypes nos 16 and 39 in a second pass. The remaining cluster, in contrast, did not yield any evidence for a distinctive pattern.
Classifying the corresponding genotypes (Table 3) by similarity clustering resulted in the distinction of three categories. The first cluster contained exclusively substance-dependent individuals, who were homozygotes for the described haplotype pattern. The second included-with one exceptionsubstance-dependent individuals, who were heterozygotes, and the third included again a mixture of substance-dependent (Table 3) containing haplotypes 16 and 39 (Table 2) were found included in the second cluster (results of the hierarchical cluster analysis are not shown). These results confirm the haplotype-based analysis and one can assume a dominant mode of action. Importantly, the data suggest that the predicted 'statistical' haplotypes may reflect the genetic haplotypes. In fact, subsequent allele-specific PCR experiments utilizing as template a gene segment, which included all five polymorphic sites of this pattern, clearly confirmed this for each carrier of the pattern. Therefore, the genetic haplotypes characterized by the pattern and not the statistically predicted haplotypes were utilized in the final phase of statistical analysis. The frequencies of haplotypes containing this pattern were compared in a final sample of 51 African-American controls and 158 African-American substance-dependent individuals. These included those individuals who had been genotyped by MSC (Table 3 ) (35 controls, 137 cases) and those who had been recruited in addition (see Materials and Methods: Subjects; 16 controls, 21 cases) and genotyped by means of allele-specific PCR for absence or presence of the pattern. Both groups, the 51 controls and 158 cases, were significantly different (P = 0.002); including haplotypes 16 and 39, a P-value of 0.001 was obtained. Also, the subgroups of cocaine-(n = 125) and opiate-(n = 33) dependent individuals differed significantly from controls (P = 0.004 and P = 0.006, respectively). Including haplotypes 16 and 39 in the subgroup of cocaine-dependent individuals, a P-value of 0.002 was reached. These results were confirmed by association analysis based on genotypes, combining individuals, who were homoor heterozygous for this pattern. Again, significant differences Table 2 . Haplotypes of African-American substance-dependent individuals and controls 1, identical with the reference sequence (for GenBank accession nos see legend to Fig. 1) ; 2, different from the reference sequence (for newly identified variants see Fig. 3 ). The haplotypes are numbered (left column); at the right, the absolute frequencies of cases and controls carrying the haplotypes are given. For polymorphic sites specified by positions 1-25 see A parallel approach to perform association analysis in this situation of haplotype multiplicity was based on established cladistic approaches that estimate the 'evolutionary relatedness' of haplotypes. An evolutionary tree was constructed by means of the distance-based neighbor-joining method (37) (see Materials and Methods). One defined region of the cladogram was found associated with a significant phenotypic effect (P = 0.021). Specifically, one clade in this region included precisely those haplotypes which were characterized by the unique combination of five variants described above. Clearly, these results were in excellent agreement with the results obtained by means of the hierarchical cluster analysis.
Accordingly, haplotype calculations and hierarchical cluster analysis were carried out in the European-American sample. The final sample includes 49 controls and 50 cases (n = 99); of these, 38 controls and 23 cases (n = 61) had been genotyped by MSC (data not shown), the additional individuals (11 controls, 27 cases) had been genotyped by allele-specific PCR for absence or presence of the pattern. Haplotype analysis and subsequent haplotype classification were performed. However, no evidence of any haplotype pattern, or any common variant, in this smaller sample was given.
DISCUSSION
In our analysis we were forced to address a problem which we expect to be of increasing importance in the future: the enormous sequence variability in human genes, making it extremely difficult to analyze complex genotype-phenotype relationships. Systematic analysis of variation in entire candidate gene sequences results in numerous individually different forms of the gene identified as haplotypes. This requires a logical approach to reduce the multiplicity of haplotypes. A reasonable approach to this problem seems to classify those haplotypes that are similar in function. If a relationship between candidate gene haplotypes and a disease phenotype exists, then significant frequency differences between cases and controls should be observed between the haplotype classes. Consequently, the sequence variants common to such a functionally related class of haplotypes must include those variants that determine (or serve as markers for) differences in gene function. The critical question now arises of how to derive a classification that may reflect functionally different haplotype classes.
The hierarchical cluster analysis used to classify haplotype information is a simple and robust method to describe and analyze haplotype or genotype similarities. Given that different clustering methods may produce different solutions based on the same input data, the question naturally arises of whether the derived clusters are valid. Certain criteria, such as the stability of results or their consistency with the data (38), decide which of two different clustering results may be better. In order to check the stability of our haplotype clustering results, we have in addition applied several combinations of clustering measures ('Squared Euclidean distance', 'Euclidean distance', 'Simple matching') and special methods ('Between- Figure 4 . Dendrogram reflecting the hierarchical clustering process of haplotypes according to similarity. The actual distances at each step are described by distance coefficients, that represent average distances between clusters and have been rescaled to an interval from 0 to 25 (left). The haplotype numbers given at the bottom correspond to those given in Table 2 . At the right side, the iterative steps in the clustering process and selected P-values are indicated (asymptotic values and from step 17 exact-test values, are presented). P-values indicate significance levels resulting from the comparison of haplotype frequencies of cases and controls between the clusters created at each given step. Some of the rescaled distance differences are so small that they are not visible in the dendrogram. groups linkage', 'Centroid clustering', 'Nearest neighbor'). All applications resulted in a similar clustering and, importantly, the same two classes were consistently obtained in the last classification step, which determined here the result. Additionally, applying the non-hierarchical 'K-Means cluster analysis' with the initial cluster centers method under the assumption of two groups, exactly the same haplotypes were found combined in two clusters. At present, we are deriving similarity measures for classification procedures such that these measures may reflect properties that determine sequence-structure-function similarities, for instance physicochemical properties. Another approach to combine information from different haplotypes (e.g. multiple restriction site haplotypes) uses the historical information in haplotypes to construct a cladogram that estimates how the different haplotypes are evolutionarily related (33, 39) . This allows localization of functional mutational changes in the haplotype network by the identification of phenotypic contrasts between sister clades. The use of this evolutionary tree as a statistical design may become difficult when various forces may have influenced the evolutionary history of a population, such as a high rate of recombination (40) , multiple mutations to high susceptibility alleles, rapid population growth, migrations, strong selection, or co-evolutionary pressures like changes in environment. Undoubtedly evolution is an essential force that influences present genome sequence variability and the range of given functional variation. Thus, our approach that relies on sequence-function relations is not incompatible with cladistic approaches. However, reconstruction of the specific evolutionary process is neither feasible in most complex disease studies nor even essential for the analysis of genotype-phenotype relationships. It should be sufficient to focus on the 'here and now', the given DNA sequence and its individual variation as it determines structure and function.
Such an approach seems more generally applicable. It may also be more suitable to cope with the various scenarios that may underlie functional variation in complex disease. The spectrum of polymorphic profiles may include single significant mutations as well as mutations in different haplotype frameworks, for instance, or any combinations (patterns) of variants that may cause different or similar pathogenetic constellations. After all, the historically grown concept of 'single causative mutations' found to underlie discrete protein defects in Mendelian diseases may be poorly compatible with those graded functional differences active in complex disease. It is unproven and possibly fallacious in the situation of complex disease. It should be added that, in this analysis we have focussed on one candidate gene-a relatively simple level of complexity in view of the general model that both gene-gene and gene-environment interactions play a key role in the genetics of complex disease (13, 16, 41) .
In our study, in the OPRM1 gene, we have identified a combination of variants, which is predominantly composed of a specific constellation of changes in putative transcription regulatory motifs and exists significantly more frequently in African-American substance-dependent individuals likely to have a significant genetic predisposition to their substance dependence. Given that we have strong prior arguments for the OPRM1 candidate gene hypothesis, P-values in the range 0.001-0.006 for both haplotype and genotype analysis appear sufficient to support the hypothesis of an association (42, 43) . Of course, we recognize that these nominal significance levels for an association are difficult to interpret and cannot be accepted as proof of an etiologic relationship. Additional support for an etiologic relationship must come from examining this hypothesis in new groups of patients and controls, as well as in family-based analysis. Our results suggest that individuals carrying this characteristic pattern may be at increased risk of developing substance dependence under certain additional environmental and genetic circumstances. Both genotypes, the heterozygous and the homozygous ones, characterized by one or two of these putative susceptibility patterns, are apparently associated with substance dependence. It is interesting to note that variation in promoter sequences fits quite well with this (dominant) mode of action, often observed in cases of overexpression or inappropriate expression patterns.
In theory, population stratification would be an alternative explanation for the haplotype-phenotype association described here. Available documentation described in Materials and Methods does not suggest the presence of a different subpopulation among the patients. Additional data, examining candidate genes that are particularly sensitive to population differences such as DRD2 (44, 45) and the serotonin transporter gene (46) (B. Wendel et al., in preparation) in these same AfricanAmerican individuals, show no evidence of such stratification. We therefore conclude that the most likely explanation of our data is a population-specific genetic disposition to substance dependence, which can be observed in ∼16% of the affected. In a global survey conducted by our group, including eight major populations of different geographic origins, this pattern could be observed in three Biaka-Africans of ten individuals tested. Thus, this observation suggests that this characteristic pattern originated in Africa. Moreover, the conservation of this combination of polymorphisms in relatively old, sub-Saharan populations (47) , including the African ancestors of the younger African-American population, might point to a possible functional significance of this gene segment.
What could this association result imply about the genetic mechanism potentially involved in vulnerability to substance dependence? There are two possibilities: this pattern may serve as a marker, which indicates the location of genetic variation conferring risk to the disease and resides in linkage disequilibrium. This may refer to any neighboring genes, remote regulatory elements or any regulatory features within the large introns 1 and 3. No strong evidence for other candidate genes is presently given on either the human or the homologous murine chromosomal region. On the other hand, there is suggestive evidence that this polymorphic pattern, either one or several polymorphisms in combination, may be causative. The fact that the pattern of polymorphisms concentrates on the 5′ regulatory region and does not extend further upstream, as demonstrated by additional sequence analysis, may support this hypothesis. Moreover, this pattern reflects a specific constellation of putative transcription regulatory sequence motifs. Given the finding that mice lacking MORs do not experience the reinforcing properties and reward mediated by the MOR agonist morphine and do not develop tolerance and dependence (17), we suggest that this polymorphic pattern may confer regulatory properties that result in an increase of receptor expression on exposure to drugs. Specifically, OPRM1 may be overexpressed as the result of an altered feedback mechanism, or a disturbance of regulatory properties after prolonged agonist exposure; on the other hand, OPRM1 may have altered regulatory properties in specific brain tissues. The existence of individual differences in OPRM1 expression levels in mouse strains and humans has recently been proposed (48) .
Importantly, this pattern was found in individuals, whoeven though diagnosed with a primary dependence-satisfied criteria for several forms of dependence including cocaine, opiate dependence and alcoholism and were characterized by a potential strong hereditary base for polysubstance dependence. This represents a striking parallel to a reward-based animal model of substance dependence, morphine-preferring B6 mice, which excessively self-administer opioids, cocaine and alcohol and obviously have a genetic co-determination for polysubstance dependence (22) . This predisposition genetically maps to a segment of chromosome 10 harboring the murine µ opioid receptor gene (Oprm). Recent findings in this C57B1/6J strain indicate differential agonist regulation of striatal Oprm expression (49) . Taken together, this pattern may be related to expressional alterations in central reward structures that may be involved in the genetic co-determination of several forms of substance dependence.
A series of clinical and experimental evidence has suggested an involvement of opioidergic regulatory mechanisms in the disposition to opioid and cocaine dependence and alcoholism (20, 21) . Interestingly, an upregulation of MOR binding has been detected by PET in cocaine-dependent men and was associated with cocaine craving in living human subjects (50) . Moreover, an increase of OPRM1 expression could be compatible with the therapeutic properties of the hMOR antagonist naltrexone, which prevents relapse and craving in alcoholics and exerts differential subjective alcohol responses in subjects with a family history of alcoholism (51, 52) . As with any newly proposed risk factor, independent tests of our results are necessary. Moreover, evaluation of possible functional implications of the described OPRM1 variations in vitro and in vivo will be necessary to test the hypothesis that OPRM1-related mechanisms may be involved in the pathophysiology of addiction crossing pharmacological boundaries.
To conclude, this study shows the importance of comparing entire candidate gene sequences and future challenges of the genetics of complex disease. The development and application of approaches to the analysis of genotype-phenotype relationships against a background of high natural genome sequence variability can lead to testable genetic and functional hypotheses.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Individuals from residential and non-residential addiction treatment programs were included, if they met modified Research Diagnostic Criteria (RDC) (53) and DSM-IV criteria for dependence on opioids or cocaine and whether systematic family history information revealed at least two first degree relatives with a past or present diagnosis of substance dependence. Detailed diagnostic procedures, validation of diagnoses and family histories have been described (44, 53) . All drugdependent individuals gave extensive histories of dependence on opioids or cocaine, in which jobs, family, houses and all financial resources were lost in pursuit of drugs. They had serious multi-year drug dependence, with age at onset below 20 years. Although a primary drug dependence was identified (either cocaine or opioids) for each patient, nearly all these patients satisfied diagnostic criteria for dependence or abuse of multiple substances, including cocaine, alcohol and opioids. Normal volunteers were recruited from the same residential area (26) . These individuals had an SADS-L (Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia-Lifetime Version) interview and a systematic family history was obtained. Individuals with a personal or family history of drug abuse, dependence, alcohol dependence or a major psychiatric disorder (schizophrenia, unipolar or bipolar illness) were excluded from the final control group (26) . The volunteers were matched by gender and ethnic background to the substance-dependent group. Recruiting of controls from the same residential area as the substance-dependent group provides some control over different proportions of African and European ancestry among the African-Americans. No attempt was made to match the normal volunteers by age. The mean ages for AfricanAmerican controls (n = 51) and cases (n = 158) were 35.1 ± 5.5 and 30.1 ± 8.9 years, respectively. Fifty milliliters of EDTAtreated venous blood were obtained for DNA extraction (54) . Two hundred and fifty individuals, 172 African-Americans, 66 European-Americans and 12 individuals of other ethnic backgrounds, were analyzed by MSC. The relatively high proportion of African-Americans among the sample reflected the demographics of the Philadelphia neighborhoods served by the programs from which the patients were drawn. On completion of the analysis of the results obtained by MSC, additional cases and controls, who had been recruited according to the same ascertainment and diagnostic criteria, were genotyped by means of allele-specific PCR and included in the final statistical analysis.
MSC
The principle of MSC in brief (M.R. Hoehe et al., in preparation) is as follows. Genes (both strands) are dissected into multiple target DNA segments that are PCR amplified and pooled to perform multiple (to date maximally up to 55) sequencing reactions simultaneously in one reaction tube. Pools of base-specific termination reactions are resolved on a sequencing gel and transferred by direct transfer electrophoresis (DTE) onto a nylon membrane. By sequentially hybridizing the membrane with different probes each highly specific for one of the original target DNA segments and by repeating the hybridization cycle as many times as there are PCR products in the original pool, sequences of all DNA segments can be read. The loading format allows identification of sequence differences between individual target DNA segments immediately by visual inspection of images (skilled pattern analysis) (Fig. 2) .
Gene dissection and oligonucleotide design
Dissection of OPRM1, both strands, into target DNA segments is illustrated in Figure 1 . PCR primers were designed to allow amplification at 60°C annealing temperature and probes designed to allow hybridization at 42°C. Specific information on the target DNA segments/PCR fragments and the oligonucleotides (PCR and sequencing primers and probes) defining the two plex pools that cover both strands of the gene will be made available on request. The PrimerSelect program (DNASTAR package) was used.
PCR and preparation of single-stranded template
Two sets of 15 PCR products per individual were generated to cover forward and reverse strands (Fig. 1) (30 s) and 72°C (1 min). All 15 PCR products per strand per individual (10 µl of each equivalent to ∼200 ng of PCR DNA) were pooled and purified via the 96-well QIAvac manifold system (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the manufacturer's protocols. For solid phasebased multiplex sequencing of the coding strand, singlestranded (ss) PCR DNA was isolated by magnetic beadstreptavidin/biotin interaction. Beads had been washed according to recommendations (Dynal, Oslo, Norway), which had been modified to allow simultaneous immobilization of 15 PCR products, utilizing only about a quarter of the amount of beads recommended. Then, the pooled purified PCR products in a final volume of 160 µl were added to equal volumes of prewashed beads and were incubated for 15 min at room temperature. Melting DNA duplexes and separation of DNA strands were performed according to the manufacturer's protocol; however, 4-to 5-fold volumes of buffers and solutions were used to accommodate for the 15-fold amount of processed PCR DNA. At the end of the processing, beads bound with ss PCR DNA were resuspended in 16 µl of H 2 O.
Fifteen plex solid-phase T7/Mn sequencing of PCR DNA T7 sequencing reactions were performed according to the manufacturer's protocol (Amersham, Braunschweig, Germany), utilizing, however, the 2-fold amount of reagents compared with the 15-fold amount required if the reactions had have been processed individually, with the exception of the amounts of the 15 different sequencing primers. The specific modifications for 15 plex sequencing will be described in detail elsewhere (M.R. Hoehe et al., in preparation) . One microliter of sample was loaded onto the sequencing gel.
Fifteen plex cycle sequencing of PCR DNA
Complementary strand sequencing was performed with 15 plex cycle sequencing utilizing 10 µl, equivalent to ∼50 ng, of each PCR product, Thermo Sequenase and reaction conditions as described (Amersham), with the exception that the sequencing primer was replaced by a mixture of 15 primers, 0.5 pmol per primer, respectively. Thus, 15 sequencing reactions were carried out with 1× reagents. The major part of the gene was analyzed by 15 plex sequencing; in a second pass of sequencing directed towards the 5′ end of regulatory sequence and additional 3′ intron 1 sequence (Fig. 1) , direct sequencing of these three PCR segments, or an upgraded 18 plex pool, were used.
DTE
Ninety-six reactions (equivalent to the pooled base-specific termination reactions of 24 individuals), 1 µl each, were loaded onto an ultrathin, 0.125 mm, 5% polyacrylamide gel, resolved by size at 3150 V, transferred onto a nylon membrane (32 × 45 cm; neutral 1.2 µm Biodyne A; Pall, Dreieich, Germany) by DTE (55) , following a modified speed gradient to guarantee band distances of ∼0.8 mm. Membranes were cross-linked by UV light for 30 s.
Sequential probing
Oligonucleotides were end-labeled according to the manufacturer's recommendations (USB, Braunschweig, Germany). After prehybridization at 42°C for at least 15 min, one terminal transferase reaction was diluted into 8 ml of hybridization buffer [7% SDS, 10% polyethylene glycol (PEG), 0.25 M NaCl, 0.051% H 3 PO 4 , 82 mM Na 2 HPO 4 ·2H 2 O, 10 mM EDTA (free acid), 32 mM NaOH] and incubated at 42°C overnight. The membranes were washed at room temperature in 1% SDS, 0.022% H 3 PO 4 , 69 mM NaH 2 PO 4 ·H 2 O, 5 mM EDTA (free acid), 32 mM NaOH by use of an automated device (Umweltund Ingenieurtechnik, Dresden, Germany). Membranes were exposed to Phospho-Fluor-Screens up to 24 h at room temperature and scanned (Phospho-Fluor-Imager; Molecular Dynamics, Krefeld, Germany). Radioactive probes were removed with 0.2% SDS and 2 mM EDTA pH 8.3, at least twice for 5-10 min at 65°C.
Allele-specific PCR (AS-PCR)
In order to test the hypothesis that the combination of five variants, which constitute the pattern, specifically variants at nucleotide positions -1793, -1699, -1320, -111 and +17 (A6V), may reflect a genetic haplotype, a series of AS-PCR experiments was performed. The PCR product generated from the first PCR was used as template with two (reference sequence and mutant) reverse primers for a second round of PCR, then these new products were used as templates for a third round with two new (reference sequence and mutant) reverse primers, etc. First, a large PCR fragment of ∼2470 bp including all five polymorphic sites was generated according to the PCR conditions described earlier as part of the MSC protocol; forward and reverse primers were MOR1X-108F (5′-GGACTTTCATTG-TACTGGTAGA-3′) and Intron1R (5′-TTACCTGACAATC-ACATACATGAC-3′). Ten nanograms of this PCR product was then assayed with 20 pmol primers MOR1X-108F and the reverse primers MOR1X+17 (5′-GCTGGCGTTCGTGGG-GG/A-3′) with either G or A at its 3′ end. AS-PCR reactions were performed at 68°C annealing temperature and conditions as described earlier. The PCR products obtained with both primers MOR1X+17 (5′-GCTGGCGTTCGTGGGGG/A-3′) were then used separately for AS-PCR reactions utilizing sequentially as reverse primers with variable positions at their 3′ ends: -111(G/A), -1320(T/C), -1699+T(G/T), -1793(T/A). Again, at each step, the PCR products were used separately, using as template 1 µl of the PCR product, which had been diluted 5-12 times. For further details regarding sequence-specific PCR reactions see Sander et al. (56) . The DNA from individuals carrying the pattern was shown to amplify consistently, when PCR products generated with the mutant reverse primers were used as templates for amplification with the other mutant reverse primers.
Image analysis and genotyping
Computer images were genotyped on PCs by skilled pattern analysis independently by two expert readers, who were blind to diagnoses. Variation data from both strands, each read by the two readers, were compared and scored, if totally consistent. If not, data were checked for transfer or reading errors. In case the genotype could not be consistently resolved, the DNA segment was resequenced. Each genotype entering final analysis was based on a minimum of three consistent scores.
Haplotype analysis
To predict the most likely haplotype pair for each genotype in a given sample, we have developed and applied in this study the program MULTIHAP (http://mahe.bioinf.mdc-berlin.de ) which derives the maximum likelihood estimation of the underlying haplotype frequencies by an EM algorithm, which is similar to that of Excoffier and Slatkin (57) or Hawley and Kidd (58) . Besides giving the maximum likelihood estimation of the haplotype frequencies in the population, MULTIHAP has been specifically designed to provide access to the haplotype decomposition of the sample. This forms the basis for an optimal choice of the initial haplotype frequencies as starting points for the EM iterations, which reduces computing time considerably compared with other programs (57, 58) and predicts the most likely haplotype pair for each genotype after maximum likelihood estimation. The haplotype frequencies estimated for our sample by application of MULTIHAP were cross-checked against the results obtained by application of the program of Excoffier and Slatkin (57) to this sample; the results were in excellent agreement. Our haplotype program uses similar algorithms for the estimation of haplotype frequencies in a population; it differs from the other haplotype programs in that it predicts the most likely haplotype pair for each genotype in a sample that means that we obtain two haplotypes for each genotype. The prediction of these haplotype pairs is necessary for our subsequent analysis.
Classification of haplotypes (genotypes)
Haplotypes (genotypes) were progressively classified by means of the procedure CLUSTER (method = BAVERAGE, measure = SEUCLID) from the package SPSS for Windows NT, release 7.5. This is a hierarchical cluster analysis procedure, which uses the squared Euclidean distance as measure and the betweengroups linkage as the cluster method. The variants were coded with 1 (identical with the reference sequence) or 2 (different from the reference sequence) in a haplotype, with 1 (homozygous for nucleotides/sequences identical with the reference sequence), 2 (heterozygous) or 3 (homozygous for nucleotides/ sequences different from the reference sequence) in a genotype, respectively. This procedure is based on an algorithm that starts with each haplotype (independent of phenotype) in a separate cluster and merges step by step the two most similar clusters until one final cluster is left. The results of the cluster analysis are illustrated by a dendrogram.
Construction of an evolutionary tree
Construction was performed by means of the distance-based neighbor-joining algorithm described by Saitou and Nei (37) , using the computer program NJ.PAS (http://smiler.lab.nig.ac.jp ). The distance matrix was derived from the unweighted pair-wise Hamming distances between the haplotypes, measuring the number of different variants. The principle of this method is to identify pairs of neighbors that minimize the total branch length at each stage of clustering, starting with a star-like tree. The branch lengths as well as the topology of a parsimonious tree can rapidly be obtained by application of this method. Specifically, this method is not based on a substitution model. Therefore, the NJ method has been often found to be superior to the other established tree reconstruction methods (59) . Moreover, this method benefits from its high computational efficiency.
Association analysis and identification of risk patterns
Taking the results of the CLUSTER procedure as a starting point, a series of (2 × n i )-contingency tables were analyzed successively, each table corresponding to exactly one classification step of the i classification steps, each of these defined by an equal distance cluster coefficient; n i symbolizes the number of classes in the i-th classification step. In each table, the haplotype frequencies of the two different phenotypic groups (cases and controls) in the n i classes were compared and a likelihood ratio χ 2 statistic was calculated. If necessary, exact tests (60) were performed to calculate significance levels by means of the program package SPSS for Windows NT version 7.5 with the EXACT test procedure. The exact test calculates an accurate significance level for sparse and unbalanced tables. It uses network algorithms based on the methods of Mehta and Patel (61) (62) (63) . The results of the statistical evaluation at each iterative step are given as P-values. At the stage of maximum separation of phenotypes within the classes, the highest significance level should be reached. If at least two classes differed significantly, the clustered haplotypes were inspected for consensus patterns. Subsequently, the extracted consensus patterns were analyzed for association, using likelihood ratio χ 2 statistics. In these analytical procedures, corrections for multiple testing seem not to be required, because in the process of step-wise testing related to the iterative clustering steps each step depends on the preceding one as part of the same clustering process; this is no series of independent tests of the same null hypothesis in different data sets. In addition, an extensive computer simulation, which duplicated our experiment, was performed in order to examine whether our result could have been obtained by chance. We generated 10 000 repetitions of our experiment, randomizing the affection status (case or control). Randomization testing is a way of determining whether the null hypothesis is reasonable in this situation. In each of these 10 000 experiments, we have randomly reassigned 70 of the available 344 haplotypes to controls. Then we analyzed the series of (2 × n i )-contingency tables successively, each table corresponding to exactly one of the 20 classification steps in our experiment. In each table, the haplotype frequencies of the two different phenotypic groups in the n i clusters were compared and a likelihood ratio χ 2 statistic was calculated; if necessary, the exact test was applied. If the exact test in tables with 23 or more clusters was not computable, the asymptotic statistic was calculated.
Then we counted all those experiments of the 10 000 for which the following criteria were met. (i) One or more contin-gency tables were significant at the 5% level for the exact statistic, or at the 10% level for the asymptotic χ 2 statistics (if 23 or more clusters were given). The table for the next clustering step (if at least three clusters existed at a step) would not reach a significance level of 30% (because mixing a patterndefining cluster with any other clusters should lead to a nonsignificant clustering step). (ii) At least one of the clusters in such a significant table contained more cases than it should in the case of independence, and the likelihood ratio χ 2 statistic for the consensus pattern from such a cluster reached the 5% level.
The simulation experiments generated at any step any possible cluster with any possible pattern (which could consist of any possible number of positions), without any restriction to the pattern. Two hundred and ninety-four of the 10 000 experiments (2.94%) fulfill the above-described conditions; of these, 105 showed a significant result at step 20, as was observed in our µ opioid receptor gene study. This is equivalent to a probability of 1.05% that our result could have been generated by chance. This corresponds well with the P-value of 0.017 derived by our approach.
Data analysis
Allele and genotype frequencies were calculated by application of the program package SPSS for Windows NT version 7.5. Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium was checked using the χ 2 test. All clustering methods applied to this data set were performed with the SPSS package.
